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HABEAS CORPUS

GRANTED;

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 10. Judge
HIM HE
4TALY HAS NOW, SEIZED GATE- John R. McFie last night granted a CHARLES LUKE TOLD
DELIVER
TEN VOTES
CCULD
WAY TO A RICH LAND SHE
temporary writ of habeas corpus to
W. E. Johnson of Denver, and he was
FOR LORIMER.
HAS LONG DESIRED.
held under $1,000 bail for the hearing
on Friday, when it will be decided
GERMANY IS STILL WAITING whether the writ is to be permanent. HUGHES BOOSTED ALSO
Johnson was arrested on the charge
of criminal libel preferred by Clinton TOLD LANDEE IT WOULD
BE TO
WILL NOT OFFER TO INTERVENE J. Crandall, of the TJnlted States InHIS
ADVANTAGE
HE
WOULD
IF
UNTIL OCCUPATION OF COUNdian industrial school here. JohnWORK FOR LORIMER.
son was, until recently, in the Indian
TRY IS COMPLETE.
service.
Chicago, Oct. 10. State Senator
The advance guard of the Italian
Frank A. Landee, of Moline, was the
army of occupation landed today at
first witness called by - the United
Tobruk, on the northeastern coast of EXPRESS OFFICIALS
States senate committee, which is in.Tripoli, 600 miles east of the city of
vestigating the election of Senator
75
west
and
miles
the
of
Tripoli
HAKE INVESTIGATION William
Lorimer, here today.
Tobruk is one
(Egyptian frontier.
Attorney Healy, for the committee,
of the gateways to the richest and
best part of the Turkish province and FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS IN CUR- interrogated him regarding the senatorial deadlock at Springfield, and he
that section of Tripoli (which the
RENCY
SHIPMENTS SAID
told of an alleged conversation with
Italians particularly covet, it Is said.
' Charles Luke, since dead, in which ho
TO HAVE BEEN STOLEN
Thus is begun the occupation proper
said Luke told him he could "deliver
upon the accomplishment of Which
enterto
depends Italy's willingness
, Investigation
into the "cause "of ten votes provided conditions we.'O
tain proposals.
several right." He continued:
of
the
disappearance
"I said to him, 'I thought you weri
The larger part of the Italian ex- consignments
small
containing
pedition is still at sea, closely'' gnard- - amounts of money sent out from the going to vote for Hopkins."
"He said, 'No, I am not. Hopkiis
Las Vegas office of the. Wells Fargo
"
carrying thousands of soldiers, sailed Express company to points in Kansas won't come across.'
Senator Landee then testified refrom Italy last night and early to- and other states is
being made by
day and others will leave tomorrow. route agents for the company, and G. garding a visit to his home at Mo'
line in 1909 of John I. Hughes, of Chi
between Tripoli L.
Communication
Kahle, district superintendent. For cago, a friend of Mr. Lorimer, as foland the outside world has been re some
time packages known to contain lows:
stored. Asim Bey, Turkish minister
have been reported as lost
money
or.
"'Hopkins, the man you are voting
tne
at Sofia, today accepted
post
The:
ran from a few dollars for,' Hughes said to me, 'is an
amounts
im
foreign affairs in the new Turkish to $ 7or f 8 in each
packaga No large possibility. Vote for Lorimer and :t
cabinet. At a. council of the minisamounts of money
The will be to your advantage.'."1.
try it was decided to close all Italian total amount miBetngdisappeared.
frnrlfeg "a "period
industrial, financial and scholastic inMr. Stephenson, Too.
stitutions in Turkey and to seize covering several weeks is about M00.
Isaac Lewis, a driver for the com0
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct 10. How
Italian vessels.
pany in Lag Vegas, is said to have
was paid to State Game Warden
Rome Gets the News.
Rome, Oct. 10. The first Italian handled the outgoing shipments. It J. ,W. Stone out of the campaign fund
left is understood that he has denied hav o United States Senator Isaac Stephwhich
force,
expeditionary
To ing lost the packages and has stated enson and how Stone, to "cover up"
was
at
landed
Naples October 5,
bruk, "Tripoli, today. It consisted of that they were placed upon the trains what was done with the money, got
infantry, artillery, and a company of for which they were 'billed., Several his deputies to "pretend" to having
express messengers running on tne received portions of it, whereas, in
engineers.
'
Is
trains through here are said to have fact, the money was paid to others,
Waiting.
,
Germany
Berlin, Oct. 10. Although Germany asserted they know nothing In retard was told today before the United
finds that the time is not ripe for an to the disappearance of the packages. States senate committee, which is inoffer of mediation to end the war beThe express company officials are vestigating charges that bribery and
tween Turkey and Italy, pending the said to be unable to fix the blame up corruption contributed to Senator
completion of the Italian occupation' on any particular employe as yet, as Stephenson's election. . ,
of Tripoli, the government is endeav- all the evidence they have Is of a
All of the
oring further to localize the hostili- circumstantial
nature.
ties and prevent fighting in the Red, employes who are known to have POPULAR OPTIC MAN
Aegan and Adriatic seas.
bandied the packages containing the
If Turkey will give assurances that money are under bonds, so that the
WEDS EL PASO GIRL
she will not interfere in the trans- - company or the shippers will not sufport of the expedition to Tripoli
'there is hope that all other hostilities fer any loss.
LEW KISTLER AND MISS FLORwill be suspended. The landing of
ENCE SPENCER UNITED AT
to
prethe Italian expedition is said
CATHOLIC CHURCH.
sent difficulties not anticipated. The THE MAINE'S BOILERS
weather on the Tripolitan ooast has
toterferred and it will be at least a
At a nuptial mass, celebrated this
DID NOT EXPLODE
week, probably, before Italy is ready
morning at 6 o'clock in the Church
to treat with Turkey.
of the Immaculate
Conception by
It Is learned in diplomatic circles THIS HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED AS Rev. Father Arian Rabeyrolle, Miss
that Italy probably is willing to in
Florence Spencer, of El Paso, Texas,
A FACT BY WORK WITHIN
f
demnify Turkey to the extent
and Lewis Klstler, linotype machinTHE WRECK.
about f 12,000,000, but it is a question
ist for The Optic, were united in
whether she is still willing to recog
marriage. The ceremony was witnize Turkish sovereignty over Tripo
Washington, Oct 10 At least one nessed by a few of the intimate
fact has developed beyond: contro- friends of the couple. The bride and
,
li in any form.
versy in connection with the exava-tio- groom were accompanied to the altar
Large Army on Frontier.
Home, : Via Frontier, Oct 10 The
going on inside the cofiffer dam by Miss Henrietta Brefeld and Angreater part of the Italian army ex- enclosing the wreck of the Maine in thony. H. Clinton. Following the cerHavana harbor; that Is that the shij emony a wedding breakfast was
Tripoli- - A big contingent, compris- was not blown up by her boilers.
served in a down town cafe.
Some persons have contended that
ing the largest part of the total force
The bride was becomingly gowned
'
sailed from Naples last night, and the explosion of the boilers caused in white and wore a large picture hat
the magazines to ' explode in turn. of the same color. Mrs. Kistler is
another fleet of transports, left
at sunrise today. More troops But a report from the army engineers the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joha
will depart from Agosta tonight. shows the workmen have uncovered Spencer of El Paso. She is a charmThese three groups will assemble as the tops of the boilers whlcn were ing and capable young woman. Mr.
intact with one exception. That was Klstler is one of the most efficient
oaa east ot Malta.
In the case of one of the forward boilFifty Transports.
and trustworthy men that have ever
which wag not burst but which been
ers,
was
10.
It
reported
Oct.
employed in The Optic's me.Malta,
'
had been driven bo'dily astern by the chanical department He came here
Italian
troops
40,000
that
here today
two months ago from El Paso and
left Ogoeta, Slci$y, for Tripoli last blast from the magazines..
were
which
60
on
has already made a large number of
transports,
night
friends in Las Vegas.
uvirtiid tT the second division ot
WHAT ARE SOFT DRINKS?
the fleet nnder Vice Admiral Thaon , Washington, Oct 10. ''What Is tMrs.. Klstler came to Las Vegas
De Revel.
and
soft Sunday evening, accompanied by her
"what are
vinegar?"
Turks Desire Vengeance.
drinks?" questions pending for bver mother. Mr. and Mrs. Kistler began
10. At a cab- two years, will be decided soon by housekeeping at once in a cozy little
Oct
Constantinople,
home
by the groom at 1017
inet council today it was decided to the reconstructed board of food anl Tilden provided
avenue.
financial
which
onsldered
industrial,
drug inspection
close all Italian,
and scholastic establishments in Tur- these matters today.
steamers.
Mrs. Jerry Leahy will arrive from
Dr. "Wiley, fn control of the board,
key and to seize Italian
proposes to do away with soda foun- Santa Fe tonight and will visit her
Cecilio Rosenwald and James Clay tain sales of soft drinks containing sister, Mrs. David J. Leahy, for sev
left this morning for a trip through artificial sweeteners, synthetic fla- eral days, after which she will con
tinue on to her home in Raton.
vors, eaffeln, and other "dope."
the lower country to purchase wool.
$2,-50-

.

Ta-ran- to

.

HAVE SUCCEEDED IN PUTTING ON COURTEOUS ATTENDANTS TOOK
VISITORS THROUGH LOCOMOFORCES NEARLY EQUAL TO
TIVE CAB AND TRAIN
REGULAR SCHEDULE

VIOLENCE
IN OAKLAND

ISMOWING LESS IS
FEW STRIKEBREAK-

HAVE BEEN BEATEN
BUT NOT BADLY HURT

ERS

Car Strike Ordered
Dea Moines, Oct 10. Des Moines
City railway employes were today op
dered to go on "a strike at 1:30 o'clock
tomorrow morning by the executive
board of the union.

Machinists Arrive
10. Two
hundred
machinists from "Eastern
cities arrived at' the Burnside shops
of the Illinois Central railroad today
in a special train of four coaches and
were assigned to work.
Strikers quietly watched the strikebreakers march into the shops, guarded by police and railroad detectives.
There was no attempt at a demon
stration. There are now said to be
more than 1,000 shopmen at work in
d
the Burnside plant, or nearly
of the regular force.
Non-Unio- n

Chicago,

Oct'

non-unio- n

one-thir-

Returning to Work
Louisville, Ky., Oct 10. Southern
parts affected by the strike of
line employes report little
change in the situation today. Mem
phis' and New Orleans are reported
At Houston railroad officials
quiet.
and former employes were applying
for their old positions. ; .
Har-rima- n

RODGERS

IS HAVING

REMARKABLE
COAST-TO-COAS- T

LUCK

AVIATOR
HAS
A TUMBLE IN
THREE DAYS.

NOT TAKEN

Springfield, 111., Oct. 10. Aviator
P. Rodgers resumed his
flight at 8:35 o'clock this morning in weather conditions which
promised a high mileage record to
day. 1 He expected to Teach the Mis
souri river by nightfall and planned
to make his gTst stop at Louisiana,
Mo. From that place he Intended to
fly to Independence, Mo., and thenoe
to Kansas City.
C.

coast-to-coa-

st

'

Flying Low.
Roundhouse, 111., Oct 10. Aviator
Rodgers passed over here at 9:49
o'clock this morning. He was flying
at an: altitude of about 800 feet.

'

.

'

A Mile a Minute.
Oct 10. Aviator
Louisiana,
Rodgers flew over Louisiana at 11:15
o'clock westward bound. He was
feet In the air and was making a
mile a minute. Rodgers landed at
Nebro, 18 miles east of here and replenished his gasoline supply. He
passed Bowling Green, at noon.
2,-0-

-

Landed

In Missouri.
Mo., . Oct. , 10.

CF

EI3TOC

INTEREST

MANY OF THE CARS DISPLAYED
WERE IN USE THIRTY
YEARS AGO

Oakland, Calif., Oct 10. It was
stated today in the West Oakland
yard offices of the Southern Pacific
that last night and the, night preceding two car repairers were attacked
and severely beaten while on their
A turntable boy and
way to work.
another employe were each attacked
and beaten, last night That there is
now only a 13 per cent vacancy exist
ing in the shops, from which 49 per
cent of the men walked out, was a
statement made todaj' by local officials. The strike leaders assert confidence that they will win .

Mexico,
Rodgers
landed in a field seven miles west of
here, near Thompson, Mo.

The Really Wise Man
Doesn't Know
He's Wise

10, 1911.

Washington, Oct
tempt proceedings against President
Gompers,' Vice President Mitchell
and Secretary Morrison, of the American Federation of Labor, for the alleged violation of an order of the District of Columbia supreme court, were
DAY
begun anew today.
The committee of prosecutors appointed to examln into . the casa
ARE THAT THE SANTA FE'S WONDERFUL COLINDICATIONS
ADVANCE GUARD REACHES THE joined issues with the labor leaders, STATE SENATOR LANDEE, FIRST
LECTION OF NEW AND OLD
BE OVER BEWILL
Jusfiled
several
weeks
TROUBLE
ago.
answers,
.
WITNESS, TELLS SOME INNORTHEASTERN COAST AND
tice Wright of that court. Is exrected
CL6SE
EQUIPMENT EXHIBITED.
OF
WEEK
FORE
TERESTING FACTS.
ENCAMPS.
to appoint a chancery examiner Fri
day to take testimony of both Sides.
DESCRIBES OEFER OF VOTES RAILROADS NOT DISMAYED IMMENSE ENGINE IS ADMIRED
CONTECLS ENTIRE SITUATION
con-

TRIPOLI OCCUPIED

BY

c

a

THE VA1LY MAXIM

Yesterday afternoon with whistles
blowing in welcome and thousands o!
people, from toddling grandchildren
t: gray haired grandfathers waiting
on the station platform, the big Mallet engine, No. 3,009, the largest locomotive in the world, pulled the
wonderful demonstration train of the
Santa Fe railway into Las Vegas.
Two minutes after the big engine had
come to a stop the crowd was climbing into the cab and from there beginning a tour t the entire train.
The officials did not object to people
cl.'mbing over the engine or equipment, for, as one said, that was the
reason it was brought here. Most
o the people entering the train we're
under the guidance ot seme Santa
Fe official, who explained every part
of the train, giving demonstrations
and explaining the equipment.
This train, made up of ancient and
modern railroad equipment has at
tracted big crowds at all points,
thousands, in the cities and hundreds
in the towns.. At Denver it
estimated that over 50,000 persons
went through the train and at every
little stop along the line hundreds
of farmers have been lined up to see
the wonderful sight. Often at. road
crossings farmers and their families
have come out to see the train
pass and the engineer has always
slowed down while the advertising
agents threw off pictures and descriptions of the make up of the train.
C. T. Ripley, engineer of tests, has
taken some wonderful pictures of the
crowds at the trains and often, with
his high speed camera, has taken fine
views, of the country as the train
has rolled by. In his collection he
has pictures of many celebrities
e
standing on the" engine, from an
thief with his ox team drawn
up beside the locomotive, up to the
highest officials in the states through
which the train has passed. Thousands of school children have visited
the train and often parties have
driven ceveral miles from the village
school
house
to see it Mr.
Ripley has vsome excellent photographs of these 'groups.
The train was in charge of enough
officials to run a dozen and all were
as proud of this showing as a child
is of its first top. Up to two days
ago, F. C, Fox, general manager of
the Santa Fe, was in the party but
left just before the train reached
here, being called to Amarlllo, Tex.,
on important business.
On today's
J. M.
General
Superintendent
trip
Kurn of La Junta will be in charge
of the train. J. F.' Jarrell, general
publicity agent for the company, is
in Texas arranging for dates for the
appearance of the train at state and
county fairs. In fact, master me-- 1
chanics, general passenger agents
and other "brass collars" are with
the train on its long tour.
The train is in charge of the oldest
conductor in the service, E. B. Sill.
He has been employed by the road
for over 33 iyears and, as a conse--j
quence, can be counted on to get the
train to its destination on time. Peter
Tellin, the oldest engineer on the
Santa Fe, is also with thej train.
The train, which is composed of
every .type of car in the service ot
the Santa Fe at the present tlmej and
the varieties used in 1881, Is the
of an idea of Publicit
Agent J. F. Jarrell and is undoubtedly one of the greatest advertising
schemes ever devised. The officials
of the road are highly pleased with
the results of the project Hp to date
has-bee-

TRIED TO STEAL A WIFE.
Vienna, Oct. 10. Word has been
received here, that General RIzo
Pasha, while trying to carry away a
beauty of the royal Turkish harem
at Constantinople,' was challenged
by a guard and,' upon failing to reply,
was shot and killed.

SAN JUAN COUNTY

,

RAVISHED BY
FLOODS

BORDEN MINISTRY SEATED.

Ottawa; Ont, Oct 10. The Borden
ministry was sworn In today by the
governor general and the first Bitting
of the cabinet 1b being held this afternoon. The oaths of the privy coun
cil and the assigning to the depart
ments were administered by Earl
Grey in person. His excellency warmly congratulated the new ministers.

atemVting
DREN

TO RESCUE CHIL
FARMINGTON

'

'.".,
'

VILCAGE OF ARBOLES

IN SOUTH'

WESTERN COLORADO
8WEPT AWAY

terest in stocks was at a low ebb to
day and, In the absence of new inbecome

AT

niTinr rriimvi in
rnmirnrn
aa.il la ujnntu
lniuu:

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
New York, Oct. 10. Speculative in

fluences, the market

HIS LIFE WHILE AT--

LOSES

MAN

stag-

PROPERTY LOSS IS

nant An attempt to drive in the
short interests produced no decided
result and duringi most of the morning session prices wre held firmly.
The market was unable to absorb
the volume of. realizing sales and
prices eased off slightly before noon.
Bonds were quiet with some of the
southern Issues reflecting the recent
77
rise in stocks.
Trading Continued featureless, except for a slight activity in secondary industrials. ' After 1 o'clock all
of the active issues gave way from
half a point to a point below their
high figures. The close was steady,
NAVAL PAYMASTER A THIEF.
Los Angeles, Oct. 10. A message
from the flagship California of the
Pacific squadron, received today via
the naval wireless Nation at Point

for "Charjes Aurelllus Gibbons, paymaster' clerk, of the, flagship. The
, r
message read :
"Clerk to,; paymaster Wanted for
considerable-shortag- e'
f accounts ot
government funds"--v.
According to the message, Gibbons
left the flagship while it was an
chored with other cruisers at Santa
Monica. .two days. ago.. . ;
-

:

IS

$5,000,003

RIO GRANDE RAILROAD IS OUT OF
COMMISSION, TRAFFIC WILL
' BE DELAYED 60 DAYS

Denver, Colo., Oct. 10. With telephone and telegraph service crippled
and more than 300 miles of railroad
out of crcnmlssloii," only meager reports are being received from the
flood-swedistricts of southern Colorado and northwestern New Mexico,
comprising an area approximately
V"' V.
by 75 miles.
There are rumors of heavy loss of
life, but the verified death list so far
Is comparatively small.
John Rice
vras drowned while aiding iiv the rescue of pupils at the Methodist mission school near Farmlngton, N. M.,
and near Blanca, Colo., a Mexican
family of seven is reported drowno l.
From various other points come reports of persons swept away in fie

v

flood.

Alamosa reports that twenty Indinns
at the Shipwreck agency of the Ni.va-jo- s
were lost in the water. A'.l the
buildings at the agency, arected .by
the government at a cost of $203,"0-)-- -.
are reported to have been. deuv
Property loss U estimated at

$5,000,000. a larse part of
BLACK HAND, OUTRAGE.
which
on the Denver and Rio
falls
10.
Four
Oct.
Va.,
per
Wheeling,
sons are; believed to have perished Grande railroad. Practically the enat Benwood, a suburb,: pday as the tire narrow gnage system of this ro;n,
i

result ot a Blaok Haad loutrage, when
a big frame tenement, housing 40
persons,, was blown up and, taking
fire, was consumed.
EXPLOSION KILLS TWO.
Kansas City,; Oct. 10. Two men
were killed and five others were in
jured by the premature explosion of
33 pounds of dynamite today in the
excavation for the new union station.
The victims were blown 150 feet, in
the air and their bodies, terrible
fell 250 feet away.

TAFT'S SEATTLE VISIT

.

(Continued on Page Four)

H

WAS

UNEVENTFUL

know as the Rio Grande Southern! ' is
out of commission, and train service
to a number of towns cannot be resumed, it is said, under 60 days.
Residents of townd in the flooded
district face a serious situation frm
food shortage.
Stage ( service and
freighting lines are being establishes
but the destruction of hlarhwaya is
v
'
serious obstacle.
the
of
of
the de(Jonnrmatlon
report
struction of Arboles, Colo., has been
received. Every building In the village, including the railroad depot and
a string of box cars that were on a'
siding, were swept Into the San Juan
river. No loss of life is reported
there.
Late reports indicate: that the flood
waters are subsiding.

CATHOLICS SUPPORT GOMEZ.
ON BALLINGER, HELPED
Mexico City, Oct 10. The Catho- -'
A CHILD AND TOOK
lie electors face the probability of
A STEAMBOAT RIDE
being forced to relinquish the canSeattle, Waeh., Oct. 9. President didacy of President De La Barral

CALLED

CHRISTEN

Taft spent the night and arose re
freshed for a hard day's work which
which was to include two speeches in
Seattle and Tacoma before large au
diences, a visit to the Paget Sound
navy yards ,and a, steamer ride to
Tacoma,
His first two engagements were so
cial ones, being a breakfast with Con
gressman William E. Humphreys and
participation in the cfhistening of his
11 weeks' old gr&ndnephew,
Charles
Taft Snowden.
At 11 o'clock the president, with a;
military' escort left the hotel for" a
parade through the business streets,
which were gay with bunting.
At noon the. president addressed a
great open air meeting, speaking from
a platform that had been erected. He
spoke for more than half an hour to
a demonstrative
and . sympathetic
'
".
'
crowd.
the
alter
Immediately
meeting the
president gent to the residence of
former Secretary, of the Interior Rich
ard A. Ballinger, where he ate dinner,
the other guests numbering lesa thaa
a dozen. From the home of Mr.. Ballinger the president went direct to the
harbor front,; where a steamer was
waiting to convey him across Puget
Sound to the Puget Sound navy yard
at Bremerton, and then to Tacorr a. A
big public meeting in Tacoma tonight
will end the. day's work.
,

for the vice presidency because ot
ineligibility. They have refused to
regard his repeated declaration that ,
he would not accept the post and ap-- '
peared determined to , elect him, If
possible, in spite of himself. By the
action of congress, however, De La
Barra will doubtless he eliminated.
The senate yesterday approved an
amendment to the constitution mak
ing it illegal for a president or vice
or chosen
president to be
for other high offices. According to
the announcement ot the Catholic
party's central committee, the result
will be to throw their support in the
electoral college to Francisco Vas- .

d

quez Gomez.
NEW YORK FEELS QUAKE.
New York, Oct 10. An earthquake
probably not more than 1,000 miles
distant and of considerable magnitude, was recorded today on the seisThe
mograph at Brooklyn College.
record began: at 8:19 and continued
until 8:53 o'clock with' the maximum
distaurbarice at 8:32. The strongest
dimovement was in the north-sout'
rection.
h

Yesterday tmrring in the Church
of Our Lady o" borrows Mrs. Kate
C jvero Lopez were
Wlldenstedn
' in the presence of
united In mar,-'- several of their friends. The couple
will reside in Lis Vegas.
.-:

LAS VEGAS DAILV OPTIC,
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1.1'NAMARA SUGAR

TAX ROLLS SHOW
INCREASE OF

V

TO BE ERECTED

STORY

IN PORTALES

..

LAST.

212,807;OVER
:

;6AN; Ml6UEL

ACCUSED

DYNAMITER

ANGELES

YEAR;,,

STORY

GAINS,

LOS COMPANY

OF

TIMES GIVES THE
OF BROTHERS
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OCTOBER

10, 1911.

FACTORY

TELLS LIFE

GAIN

TUESDAY,

Madam, We Are Ready For You with

NEWEST AND MOST AUT H

Most Complete Exposition O- f-

NTIC FALLAND WINTER

MODELS IN OUTERGARMENTS AND MILLINERY

INCORPORATED
IN SANTA FE; OTHER

capital; news;

A

mm

')

Jaunty Autumn Coats, Smart Suits, Winsome Waists,

Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 10. Sitting
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 10. Articles
in a corridor just outside his cell in of
incorporation were filed In the terthe county jail, John J. McNamara, ritorial i
secretajry'g office yesterday
r
secretary-treasureof the Internation- by the American
Sugar Manufactur
al Association of Bridge and Structural ing and
Refining company with offices
7
4
i
Ironworkers, briefly sketched what he ai Portales, N,
i - i
and A. B. Seay, as
uneventful
termed' the
Jivea of himself agent The company 'is Incorporated
Here is Las Vegas' most extensive and authoritative assembly of correct feminine apparel for Fall and
and his brother, James B. McNamara. at $60,000,00, consisting of 6,000,000
Winter.
.
;
'I was born in Cincinnati Decem shares at $1 each, half of the stock
';;:--;..
:
ber 23, 1876," he said, "and I am the to be ' common and : the ' other pre
AH of the beautiful' new models, patterns and colors are here in readiness to greet the new season all '
oldest of six children living, although ferred. The stockholders are Charles
refreshingly new,: all delightfully distinctive arid yet thoroughly practical.
there were ten children originally.
Curtis, Abran W. Smith, Charles H.
attended the common schools in Cin Sessions, each 250,000 shares, and all
This showing is of great value and Interest to every woman, for it brings first-hanfashion Information
cinnati until I was 12 years old and of Topeka, Kan.j .Tjon'A. Morin Day.
M
. that is
the
Fall
fo?
selection
correct
now or later on.
Winter
and
satisfactory
either
)
Indispensable
Lj'Japparel,
men took a mree-yea-r
course in a auu.ouo jsnares; Alfred B. Qulnta,
deal
a
of
satisfaction
in
season
There
at
of
great
the
the
furthermore,
300,000
choosing
is,
very beginning
business college.
shares; treasury, common
while assortments are absolutely new. fresh and unbroken and when prices are as low as ours.
Nothing of any, importance hap stock 1,450,000 shares, and treasury,
pened to me until the panic begin in preferred stock, 3,000,000 shares; The
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WHO OWNS THE DEMOCRATIC PAKT if ;
Who owns the democratic party;
A. A. Jones, .nationals committee
man.
A. A. Jones, State chairman.
A. A. Jones, candidate for the Unl
ted States senate.
A. A. Jones, who has his eyes on
the waters of the Pecos and its tributaries, on the lands that might be irrigated by those, waters. ;
Who owns the democratic party?
H. B. Fergusson, who is a candidate for congress,: : ;j
H. B, Fergusson, who is a candidate,
by his own admission, for the U. S.
'
)Jx
senate.
H. B. Fergusson, who admitted in
the constitutional convention that he
had been attorney. for a railroad, for
corporations, for men who wanted
lands and lots of ,them.
Who owns the democratic party?
Felix Martinez, of El Paso, of the
state of Texas.
Felix Martinez, wllo owns and con
trols the maJofWtion'ofthe demo
cratic press.
Felix Martinez, whose editor and
whose newspaper manager, have been
nominated for" - lieutenant governor
and secretary of state, so that if, by
;
chance, the caha'idate foT'; governor
should be removed, that Felix Martinez might still retain his grasp on
the state, providing its goes demo
cratic.
Truly a great, a selfish, a powerful
triumvirate. What chance has a young
man in the democratic party? What
reward is there fori the; faithful and
patriotic worker? The best i things
who
grabbed, cinch4dL bar threa-ine- n
have ruled witWifon'lhand, who have
ruined the democratic (party in past
V
two decades.
'
Talk about bossism!- - Is .'there any
states, is there an- - party; fn which
it. is so brazen, so flagrant, so defiant
of public opinion, as in the1 democratic
party of New Mexico? ,?,.Who owns the democratic party?
From the Santa Fe New Mexican.
.

"

ROMERO.

For State Auditor
av; a. sakobnt.-

!

the mayor of Indianapolis that he
gave an actual demonstration of just
how the food trust of his city works.
It is the favorite plea of the p- ple who control food prices that
cost of transportation makes th
higher retail ' prices.. The
utter falsity of this plea haa 'joea
proved both by the government in
vestigations and by such experiments
as that made by Mayor Shank. On
the potatoes bought by Mr. Shank In
Minnesota and shipped to Indianapolis
the
transportation
charges
amounted to less tkan 6 per cent,
while It was customary for the mid
dleman to add from 50 to 100 per
cent on the cost It would be In
teresting to know just what could be
accomplished in Kansas City along
Blmilar lines. At least Mayor Shan't
has done more In a practical way to
ascertain just where the blame lies
for some high prices than all the
orators and socalled
experts who
have thus far given the matter attention. Kansas City Journal

.

For .Superintendent of Public Instruc-tion
ANDREW B. STROUP.
For Commissioner of Public Lands
"
ROBERT P. ERYIEN,
For Supreme Court Judges
FRANK W. PARKER,
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
EDWARD R. WRIGHT.
For Corporation Commissioners

"

.

GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
H. WILLIAMS,
M. S. GROVES.

'

V i'uail
..

.

For Representatives

in Congress

GEORGE CURRY,
ELFEGO BACA.

POTATOES AT 75 CEXTS
Mayor

Shank

ot Indianapolis has

just tried an interesting experiment

to determine how much Illegitimate
profit the commission men of that
city extract on their potato transactions. Indianapolis has its own lo-' iuuu i.rusi jubi as ivansaa jity nas
and practically every community
large and small in the United States
Mayor Shank found that the people
of his town were paying exorbitant
tribute to the 'commission men. So
he sent a representative to Minnesota
end Michigan to buy 600 bushels of
potatoes, which were sold to the people of Indianapolis at cost It was
found that first class potatoes could
be bought for BO cents a bushel. The
cost of sacking them, handling them
at both ends of the line and railway
transportation charges, at a liberal
estimate, was only 25 cents a bushel.
Sc that the 500 bushels were sold to
the, consumers of Indianapolis at 75
cents a bushel. Of course this left
no profit of any kind but it did demonstrate just what it cost the whole-Baler- s
to get their supplies of potatoes to the Indianapolis market, and
further, it showed that these same
wholesalers were receiving an enorm-oi'.- s
--

profit.

It can be seen that if the peopie
of Kansas City could buy their potatoes at a reasonable cost It would i'o
much to Bolve the cost of living prob
lem in that community. iAnd if potatoes are advanced, in price so unmercifully it follows that other vegetables and various products of the
farms are subjected to the same kind
of manipulation.. It is not desirable
that municipalities shall constitute
themselves in rrhasing agents for the
people, but It Is highly creditable to

TAFT'S TOUK TO DATE
President
about half
the circle."
will spend
gon. It is not improbable that his
experience in theso insurgent states
will be the most trying of his trip.
For some time, according to many
Eastern newspapers, the 'president
has been In the "enemy's - country"
although nothing occurred to indicate
any hosility on the; part of the peoNeple of MlsourL fIowa,,ifKansas,
braska, Colorado" of Wyoming, which
are the
states visited thus far. The reception of-tpiesident by the people, of the West
has been not only friendly but most
cordial and sympathetic. . No doubt
Mr. Taft himself has been surprised
at the enthusiasm of the crowds that
have greeted hinou ?)Ke' "had been
warned by both friends and foes that
he would meet active and pronounced
opposition In the.
Insurgent
states. But these prophecies have
not been fulfilled.
Instead of finding an "enemy's .county," ,he has
found the
Country
filled with friends.
For the last few -- days- President
Taft has been in at par of the country where the people have always
whooped it up for Roosevelt to the
accompaniment , of. gunj plays and
bronco busting. Whenever the former president felt the cares of officialdom weighing too 'heavily upon
him he was wont to j strike out for
'
Cheyenne where there was sure to
be a noisy demonstration exactly to
his liking. Roosevelt loved to get
off the train, mount a waiting horse
and ride fast and furiously to Fort
Russell accompanied ty several hundred cowboys howling like Indians.
It would not have boen CJaappoIntlng
if President Taft had failed utterly
to reach the hearts of the. tumultuous
But ,tie., reached, jtaem.
Cbeyennes.

and in a dignified manner that coi- trasted strangely with the scal,i
dance obligato of former presidential
visits.
It must be admitted even by his
enemies' that President Taft Is tactful and engaging.
His manner impresses its sincerity. He does not
poBe or crack his heels together, but
is cordial, tolerant and likable. His
visit to the West has justified itself.
It has been wonderfully successful
and there are indications all along
his trail that he has won thousands
of new friends. The trip was a most
trying one no doubt, but the president is sustained by a consciousness
of the patriotic work he is doing in
placing the great problems of the day
directly and clearly before the minds
The insurgents can
of the people.
flind nowhere in this tour cause for

trans-Mississip-

Cole's Hot Blast

Although the world knew little of
him and few people even remember
ever to have heard his name, yet the
world., owes a real debt of gmtitu&e
to Dr. Joseph
Bell, the eminent
Scotch surgeon who was the original
of Dr. Conan Doyle's famous Sherlock
In the grist of the mills
Holmes.
cf literary criticdsm there have been
frequent references ' to Dr.- Bell as
the instructor of Dr. Doyle at Edinburgh university. The author him
self has frankly admitted his reliance
upon his former preceptor who was
unique for his success as a "deductive
reasoner' in the matter of criminal
mysteries. Had It not been for Dr.
Bell it is very doubtful if there would
have been' a Sherlock Holmes, and a
universe of readers would have lost
thereby.
Sherlock Holmes as a character of
fascinating fiction is historic Not
enly is he the recognized embodiment of marvelous cunning and the
foremost detective of all time, b it
he also defied the fundamental law
cf nature by being killed and returning again to life. Everybody who
has learned to love Dr. Doyle's wonderful creation felt that it was a
serious blunder to kill him off Just
when he was at the height of his
popularity and apparently good for
a dozen more years of adventure and
remunerative
literary ' exploitation.
Tl was exceedingly disappointing, not
lo say irritating, that just as one bad
in
become
thoroughly interested
Holmes his owner and manager
should have him fall over a precipice
and die. And apparently Dr. Doyle
himself saw the bjunder, for he later
brought the skinny and uncanny dope
fiend out of the abyss safe and sound
and made him good for a hundred
mora stories.
No Boswell ever trained a crabbed
Johnson with more fidelity than did
our stupid old friend Dr. Watson dog
the heels of Holmes. It was always
Watson who un
the
folded the plot and thereby trans
lated the doings of Holmes Into
words of common understanding. In
ail literature it is doubtful if there
ever was a more cheerful and poorly
paid "goaf than Watson. Never was
there more sneering condescension
exhibited anywhere than that shown
by Holmes toward "my dear Watthick-heade-

d

'.'..

Dr.

and
compound his prescriptions to bring
back to life and activity the real
Holmes as he did his prototype. But
Dr. Bell ' may rest in his peaceful
tomb secure in the certainty that the
influence of his life and hobby wii
live in a new department of literature
to which thousands of aspiring writ-ter- s
are now devoting their talents.
N

DEMONSTRATION TRAIN
DRAWS

CROWD

the train has run over 7,000 miles.
One official went so far as to say
that he though that if actual count
had been kept it would be found that
they had travelled at least 10,000
miles. From " Las Vegas the train
will run through the northern part f
the state through Colorado and
a
across the plains of Kansas to
where it will lay up for several "days before starting on a trip
through Texas on a visit to a number of county fairs. Beyond that' the
schedule is not arranged, but in all
probability the train will take a trip
to the Pacific coast, stopping along
the line at every station.
The train is composed of locomo
tives, flat cars, coal cars, box car3,
furniture and automobile cars, ca
booses, stock cars, smokers and passenger coaches, two of each, representing the modern equipment of to
day and the equipment in use in 1881.
There also Is a display of smaller
equipment, such as old and new
brakes, couplers, signals, etc. A com
plete automatic signal plant Is In opTo-pek-
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In referring lo tfc 2b"; :t :.' k
United States, that "T-- nr"".1;r?'itv
covering ctrtai:; ma; icrs emit led by
a the
the convention, were adi'i-efirst session of conTCs?, etc." By error of. the type, as piinie'l in The Optic, this was made io read, "Then
amendments, etc.," This Bhould be
noted by everyone interested, to avoid
misunderstanding of what was a perfectly clear statement
.
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WON.

Paris, Oct. 10. The Prix De Seine-Etolz- e
RATE CASES REASSIGNED
of $4,000,' distance seven fur-- !
longs, run at Malsons Lafltte today
Washington, Oct. 10. By Its own
was "won by W. K. Vanderbllt'a initiative, the supreme court of the
"
"Monrosell." Frank J. Gould's
United States today reassigned all the
came in second.
state railroad rate cases Involving
conflicts between state and Interstate
O.' M. Ward, one of the city council-men- , rates for hearing as one case, on
left this morinng on the flyer January 8, next year. This affects
for Albuquerque where he will attend cases from Minnesota, Kentucky, West
'
the fair.
Virginia, Missouri and' Oregon.
"Jar-rettlere-

GEHRING HARDWARE

COMPANY

'

5oIe Agents

II..VJ
cration on a flat car. An interesting
comparison is given in a section of
dirt track with
rails fastened to soft wood ties with hand-drived
spikes, alongside of a piece of
rails
track with
fastened to treated hardwood ties by
means of screw spikes put in by a
screw spike machine on a new Jacobs auto car. Inside the cars are
charts and drawings "giving technical
Information about materials and construction.
On one flat car at the head of
the train is a Jacobs auto car use!
in driving the screw spikes for holding down the rails. There is an appliance connected with the motor for
driving the screws and a reverse
lever for removing them. These cars
are equipped with an
power
motor and in many of the divisions
are. used for section work. They are
run in the same manner as an auto
mobile, having the same control and
light enough to be removed from the
tracks upon the approach of a train.
Thus they do not have to run on a
scheduled time. At present the Santa
Fe has about 00 of these cars in
service and of this number 20 nre
being used in putting down the new
spikes which make spreading of jails
almost impossible and so do away
with many accidents. The Santa Fa
now has 250 miles- ef this track and
is replacing the old style as rapidly
as possible.
The main attraction of the train is
the big Mallet engine, which is the
largest in the world. It was built at
the shops of the company at Topeka
this summer. John Purcell, supe'iD-tenden- t
of the Topeka shops, .wko
had charge of the construction of the
locomotive, is with the train.
"The cylinders of "the MaVet en
gine," Mr. Purcell said, "have twenty- inches
eight inches and thirty-eigh- t
inch stroke. The enby thirty-twgine carries 225 pounds steam pros-surper square inch. It weigh! $50,-00-0
pounds, including the tank. The
tank carries 12,000 gaflons of water
and 4,000 gallons of fuel oiL The en
gine has twenty driving wheels, tw
trucks and two trailer wheels. Not
withstanding Its great size, the en
gine goes around curves as easily as
the smaller type.- The boiler moves
over the machinery by means of
The engine is
sliding supports.
equipped with all the latest automatic
devices, such as air reserving gears,
bell ringer,11 cylinder cocks, water re- heaters and superheaters. The fuel Is
crude oil which is fed to the fl''e l?ox
l y means of throttle valves similar to
The
the valves on an .automobile.
arrangement is so simplj tn:tt the ens'ne could be fired by a sixl.3jivet.r
ild eoy. The engine has l.o f00
pounds draw bar bull, tnl will pill
ol To
10,000 tons. Frank McCln-.peka, the engineer in chirv?- - ol the
Mallet, was born in 1881, tha year i:ie
small engine was built. ' 'Sus'.ua No.
084 is of the eight wheel tjpo. II 'e
run by Peter Tellin, the oliiet;; en
las
gineer on the Santa ye. wbeen in the service of ;ae
thirty-ninyears. The iunll teeiM
n

rock-ballaste-

-

o

h
has about
of the power of
the Mallet, and weighs, including the
tank, 133,000 pounds.
It is a coal
burner."
The comparisons shown !i this
train would never be noted in, any
other way. But when one ai'ts lr. ra
a box car the ceiling of wii3h is
low, to one with the ronf Leyurd
reach with a long cans, he readi.'y
sees the difference. The 6oa.,t8t 1
the coal cars wltn low 'ies
and the new ones with il -s as hpu
as a man's. head Is shown. The new
cattle cars; can be used for coke or
any like material as well as for cattle, having drop floors for dumping.
The caboose of today aa3 a;! iho
comforts of the home when compared
with the old type. The new type
have four upper and fo'ir lower
berths, a stove for booking and a
number of other conveniences. The
trains shows the old combination baggage and smoking car and the new
type. The end of the train has! two
modern coaches electric lighted with
the most improved steel reinforcements. The cars of recent make are
all supplied with the new steel under frame, making them practically
unbreakable and iit is to this that the
low accident rate of the Santa Fe is
'
attributed.
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"A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.;
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New Mexico State Fair
October

9-1-

1911
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B

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.

'

M. Cellers left last night for Albuquerque on a combined business and
pleasure trip. He expects to be a visitor at the fair before returning.

Tickets, on sale October
1911, inclusive
with return limit October 16th, 1911.
4,

Fare for the round trip $5.30

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

n

FOR SALE Barred Plymouth rock
chickens including . several fine
cockerels. J. C. Rex, 1018 Fourth or
& Co.
care Gross-Kell-

la

i

'

HATmn ct
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y
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PREPARE FOR WINTER'S COLD BLASTS
jnamWe Are Showing the Best to Be Had
In

'"

-

BLANKETS

)

COMFORTS

e

SUITS

UNDERWEAR

COATS

SHOES

For the Whole Family
$
at

-

The

515-51- 7

Railroad
Ave nue

s,

'
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taken t2
'
'Pv' v.'(H undoubtauioii iMl. s f
edly will lyr.cli hip' if taught. He was
rushed from Ar.ue rr". ly officers at
ter bein?
f" ?r attnek on
w.-into
a little g'rl. Tl::;'
t
this town by ten
: i.Une .snd
their prisoner :
departed.

Police Take a Hand
Los Angeles, Oct 10. Woman suffragists became so militant in their
electioneering methods in the fashionable west end and university district
of the city today that Captain J. J.
Bradlsh, commanding the university
police station, sent out squads of patrolmen with Instructions to arrest the
women poll workers.

No Trouble

CAROLINA

DEAL

j

No Dirt, No Smoke

FIEND

O

PEOPLE WILL
CUHMArY VENGEANCE
TO Zir.l.'Z ASSAILANT

SOUTH

San Francisco, Oct. 10. California!
today is voting on 23 proposed amend- ments to the state constitution, three
of them providing for a radical chan.se
In the method of state government.
These three,-- ' If successful, will give
women the right of suffrage, will provide for the recall of all state, county
or city officials. Including the Judiciary, and. will establish the initiative
and referendum.
In each case it requires a two thirds
majority to make the proposed amendment effective.
The spectacular feature of the day
at the polls la the effort of the women
to gain the right of suffrage

Keeps Warm.All CJirjM

AUMGEiLEp

CHASES-KECH-

STORM THE POLLS IN CALIFORNIA AND ARE REPULSED BY

Burno Hall tl:o Fool cf
Other Qtovoo;
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(Continued From Page One)
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Heating Stoves
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Prescriplionisl

Dr. H. M. Smith left last night for
Raton on a professional trip.
Leo H. Sebastian of Watrous came
In thiB afternoon on a business trip.
Miss Ora P. Hester is in Las Vegas
from her home in Grant on a visit
'
wtth friends.
T. D. Lieb, a prominent attorney of
Raton, arrived thia afternoon from his
home on business.
E .J. Feemster of Artesia was In
Las Vegas yesterday and today looking after business Interests.
J. R. Strong arrived yesterday afternoon from his home In Ocate and
is In Las Vegas on business.
Mrs. Henry Moore who has been
visiting relatives in northern Indiana,
Teturned home this afternoon.
Lee Hand of the Clyde ranch at
Watrous was In Las Vegas today on
business. He came in last night
Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher E. England
and children left last night for an extended visit with friends in Los Angeles.
Attorney W. J. Lucas who .has been
attending the session of the district,
court at Raton, arrived home this afternoon.
Dr. W. R. Tipton, after a short business trip to Watrous and a visit to
his' ranch east of there, returned this
afternoon.
Judge E. V. Long returned this afternoon from Raton, where ,he has
been attending the fall term of the
.
district court.
v
Mr. and Mrs. H. X. Monslmer, who
reside on the West aide where Mr,
Monslmer conducts a grocery etore,
are the parents of a baby son born
Saturday.
Isaac Bacharach took a trip out on
the mesa today in the Interests of the
Bacharach firm. He went to buy wool
in the country east and south of Las
Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Burt have gone
to Denver where they will reside, Mr.
Burt having secured employment with
a la-automobile concern. Mr, Burt
of Juan Silva.
is a
Judge and Mrs. H. L. Waldo, who
have been visiting at the home ot
their
and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert T. Rogers, Jr., returnee!
Sunday to. their home in Kansas City.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Byres, who have
been in Las Vegas for the past weeB
from their home in Indiana, left this
afternoon for South Bend. ,Mr. Byrefl
Is a traveling auditor tor the Postal
.'
Telegraiih company.
Rev. F. F. Grim, secretary of ' the
Christian church of New Mexico, who
has been in Las Vegas for the past
two weeks, left this afternoon for his
headquarters in Albuquerque. He will
return to Las Vegas Sunday.
The Griggs brothers, after stopping
'
off in Las Vegas to see some land
near
own
afternoon
here, left this
they
for Raton from which place they will
return to their home in St. Paul, Minn
They are large land owners and are
on a tour of inspection of the west.
T. M. Elwood la in Albuquerque attending a meeting of the grand lodge
of New Mexico of the Independent
Order of Odd Tallows. He will
main in Albuquerque about a mon h
in the office of the Charles Ilfeld com-

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

GO.

V

and Crochet
Lessons
at the

5, 10 and 25 cent
Store !"
35c Pillow Tops, special.... 25c
4 Silk Invisible Hair Nets.. 25s
3 Bars Dutch Hand Soap. . . 25c

Woman's Chamoisette gloves
25c
Kayser'a make
Thin Blown Water Tumblers
the best make, per doz... 60c
Ties 15c
Boys'
Men's
Ties 15c
Children's Union Suits.... 25c
Cutrain Stretchers for Rent
Decorated oat meal dishes at 5c
Mason's Fruit' Jar caps, doz 25c
Ladies' Oriental Slippers... 50c
6 doz. Clothes Pins
10c
Camping Parties can Rent
Tents at Reasonable Rates.
Coat and Wardrobe Hooks,
10c
per dozen
All widths Torchon Laces... 5c
15c
Velvet Rag Baby Dolls
Remember with every Dollar
you are entitled to a FREE
GRAB, which we suggest you
should take advantage of same.
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New
Dresses
mads of the best Serge
and Messaline Satin in
One-piec-

all leading shades
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Plain and Changeable
Messaiine Satins in all
colors

Belding's
Guaranteed Satin
.
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Kurn, general superintendent

the Santa Fe western lines, came
last night on the demonstration
Jarwill

-

trip

The. Modern Woodmen of America
hold their regular meeting on
Friday evening, and as important
business is to come before the lodge,
a full attendance is desired.1 "After
the regular meeting a large class of
candidates will be initiated into the
order.

e

Hats

1

Come and see the new things
whether you wish to
- buy or not

Hoffman &

this

will

Street

Ready-to-we- ar

J.
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'

train from the south and left
morning. In the absence of J. T.
rell and C. T. Ripley, Mr. Kurn
have charge of the train on its
today,

.

Yard-wid-

'

pany.
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Phone Main 101
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Notice of the establishment of a
postoffice at Seldon, Dona Ana
has been received by the local
ofndals. Miss Kathleen Patterson is
coun-count-

'

-

for wood or coal in

4

s,

Direct from
House
Chicago

made by the P. D. Beckwith Estate.
for the $6.60 Oak, Heaters, 11 in
for the $8.50 Oak Heaters, 13 in.
$S.50 for the $10 Oak Heaters, 15 In,
loo for 25c Stove Pijpes, 5 or 6 inch.
10c for 25c Stove Damper, 5 of 6 inch.
15c for 25c Elbows, 5 or 6 inch.
STOVES SET UP AND BLACKENED.
Stove Boards 45c and up.
14.50
$6.50

MORE, TROUBLE IN CHINA.
Hankow, China, Oct. 10.' Much firing can, be heard this afternoon li
the direction of Wu Chang. Communication with that city has been
cut off. Several large fires are seen.
It is evident that' the soldiers have
gene over to the revolutionaries, following the execution of four conspirators at Wu Chang today.
TODAY'S GAME.
N. T., Oct 10. BrookNew York in the first
game today. Ten InningB were required to decide the contest.
R. H.E.
Score:
1 5 2
New York

Blankets and Comforts at 5
Brooklyn,
off for week ending October 14 lyn defeated
1--

15he

Rosenthal
Y. M. C. A.

Opposite

2

Brooklyn
The armory will be the scene of
other dance given by Company H on
Friday night of this week. Despite
the fact that on the occasion of the
last dance there were many counter
attractions a large crowd attended
and encouraged ty their success, th
boys of the company will hold dances
at regular periods throughout the winter. It has been decided by the committee to charge five cents a dance
and no admission rather than
the
method of admission used on the last
occasion. The money made by these
dances will be placed In the treasury
of the military club and will be used
when needed for the expenses of the
of the
organization and for the p
building.

10

0

Everything. Macfe at Home.

Americana in C.:??,
Americans are rapidly colonizing the
three Canadian provinces of Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba. These
three provinces had a population ot
1,176,000 in 1909 and nearly 500,000 of
these settlers were Americans. Last
year America's contribution to tha
population of the provinces was 91,
175 and these took with them an average of $1,000 each. A few years ago
the land in any one of these provinces
could be bought for 3 an acre. Now
It ranges from 20 to $30 an acre.

The Man
With Steady

Nerves

an-

NEW HAMPSHIRE HER HOME.
Boston, Oct. 10. The legal domicile of Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy, the
founder of Christian Science, at the
time of her death was in Concord, N.
H., acocrding to the ruling of Associate Justice James M. Morton, of
the .Massachusetts supreme judicial
court today. ; At the time of Mrs.
Eddy's death she was "temporarily
residing" in Massachusetts.

Freak Shoes.
A shoe manufacturer in referring to
the Increase in Job lot shoe merchants
said: "It Is a peculiar situation when
a wholesaler of Jobs exclusively is enabled to purchase whole carloads of
good staple shoes at a tremendous discount- from actual cost to the shoe
manufacturer, and that is just exact-l- y
what is being done.
"It is not to be understood that
these job lot purchases are composed
of rejected shoes or that they are of
odd shses or anything of the sort. They
are regular factory lines of good staple shoes in full sizes and are sold at
a great sacrifice because so many fads
and Innovations have crept In that
good staple shoes remain In wholesalers' hands. Surely there is something radically wrong and out of joint
In the shoe business when such conditions exist." Shoe and Leather Reporter.

, Cat and Dog Chums.
When my dog was a puppy I got a
little kitten to keep him company, says
a writer In Fur News. They got to
be good friends, but as they got older
the cat seemed to think she could take
care of herself.
When the cat climbed a tree it
seemed to puzzle the dog, and he
would stand below the tree and look
up at the cat and then at me, as If
tryieg to understand how the cat
STILL FlpHTING FOR KING.
could get up into the tree while he
Lisbon, Via Frontier, Oct 10.
The Royalists' entrenched near the had to stay on the ground.
When evening came the dog would
Gallcan frontier, were attacked by hunt
up the cat and carry her to the
the republicans yesterday. They re- kennel where
they slept at night The
sponded with a hot fire from behind dog kept one of bis forelegs over the
rocks and wooded heights, compelling cat and there she had to stay until
the government troops to retire. Tho morning. At last the cat was killed,
but I have the dog yet
republican .artillery .was useless.
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B. CASAD

Company. Production, Electrical Effects, Stage Settings,
tumes -- ALL OF HIGH MERIT.

Is not easily

Stylish and

Up-to-d-

ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

RETAIL PRICES
2400 lbs. or Mora, Each Delivery
1,000 Iba. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 Iba., to 1,000 lba.t Each Daltvery
60 Iba. to 200 Iba
Each Delivery
Laaa Than 60 Iba., Each Dal I very

par 1M lbs.
100 lbs.
SOo par 100 Iba.
40o par 100 Iba.
60a par 100 Iba.
SOo

Ue par

AG U A PURA COMPANY
Harvesters,,, StQrejs and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
.
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Hit brain thinks clearlyt his
he is

body obeys promptly
alert successful!

National

One of the essentials is

''i Fabric

Right Food
There
it a remarkable
amount of nourishment for
body and brain in a saucer of

Grape-Nut- s
and cream.
This food is made of wheat
and barley, and contains the
valuable phosphate of potash
(grown in the grain) for replacing the delicate gray substance of brain and nerves
ths combination that makes
clear thinking.

.

Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs

f

ffrr":

All Styles.

ALTMORE

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to 18 1n;

Sizes

to IB&In.

Front U In.

Front2&In.

Back UIn.

Distributors

Back IK In.

Tsy an sIi

is?

Tim Optm'o

-

"There's a Reason"
Pottum Cereal Company, Ltd,
Battle Creek, Mich,

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Capital Paid in

,

Surplus

$50,000.00

$100,000.00
'4"

J. M. CUNNINflHiM

FRANK SPRINQUR.iVlo.

.
(
Pre.id.nt

HO SKINS.

-

Cuhlar

t

Interest Paid oh Time Deposits

SongINFarce
Three Acts

WIFE
Cos-

Equally so are the GIRLS and LEWIS'

SONGS

OPTICIAN

TAILOR FOR MEN

MASTER. NEW YEAR.
f

I

i

$1.50, $1.00
50c

his

fore-father-

s.

'

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

BEGUN 1912
i'

Prices:

commencing' an account at this savings bank on
the day of his birth has the wisdom and foresight
in- -

'"of

,

,

Whitney Opera

J. TAUPERT

CHAS. LEWIS

I

it. ton,.

SAXES'

sizes, also

The Great Round Oak

f

Every Wife Will Leave the Theatre With a Smile for Hubby
j

you.

ROBERT

,

,

,

postmistress.
In the district court for Mora county the Vorenberg Mercantile company
oroxn-erhas filed 'suit against Keyser
an
U
action
sheepmen. The
proceeding upon wool to
cover a judgment for about $600.

Let us explain the Hull Umbrella to

j.

fa

Grapes

The Colonial Oak

PURPOSES

The Greater Las Vegas band will
iold its regular rehearsal tonight at
8 o'clock at the city hall.

before.

a

DAVE LEWIS

FOR
LAUGHING

more'than the old style and gives the
buyer Jan advantage never enjoyed

V JEWELER

THE INIMITABLE COflEDIAN

WRITTEN

,

.

T1

ED. W. ROWLAND and

Graubarth

,

Del mice's

Duncan Opera House.
Oct. 18th
Wednesday
EDWIN
(Inc.) OFFERS

,

Is driving the old style umbrellas out
of existence, because it costs no

made wiih

son-in-la-

Chas. Rosenthal

Interchangeable Umbrella

T

..

Free Embroidery

The Hull Detachable.and

ome
1
aKed
Flaky Biscuits
Delicious Cake
Healthful Food

'

Phoue Mala 3

Suits

The Best Stove
Line in Town

'

,

.'

on the second day of the year is a gracious thing to
do for a child. Make it a day long to be remember-..- .
ed by acting on the suggestion. Years to come will
f
Jtellthe story of accumulations that will surprise the
ones in whose favor the account stands.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

ttx

OCTOBER

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

10, 1911.
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He had nut been bored.
A week later rambling near the
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through the trees. He had volunteered to keep an eye on the heather.
He did at once until the sudden autumn darkness forced him to see Mysle home.
At their third meeting, for variety,
be guided ber by old logging roads
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and her husband to act a a guide. Tha
woman discover th man to be a dls- attaoks th Intruder and
Eised laImpostor,
a general melee.
CHAPTER DC. The disguised leader
prove to be Major Brennan, a Federal
blflcer whom tha Union girl recognizes.
He order th arrest of Wayne as a spy.
Th girl protest and says
ah will appeal
to General Sheridan.
CHAPTER X.
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the mission.
CHAPTER XIV. Finding th garb of
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Wayne
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army function la In progress,
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CHAPTER XV. Th disguised soont Is
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appears on the scene.
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of the treachery of MaJ. Brennan and
say h will save him.
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"By thunder, bot she's right!" he
exclaimed emphatically. '1 tell you
that's a mighty fin woman. Blame
me, if she didnt face us like' a
j
queen."
No on answered, and without exchanging another word we walked together to the house. There I found
th remnant of my troop standing
beside their horses, chaffing with ia
dozen Idle Yankee cavalrymen who
were lounging on th wide steps.
The time had come when I must
say a final farewell and depart Not
th slightest xcus remained for fur
ther delay. I dreaded the ordeal, but

lorlo scenes. I require but to close
tcy eyes to behold once more those
slender lines of ragged, weary, hungry men, to whom fighting had be
come synonymous with life. I pass
again through the fiery rain of those
last fierce battles, when in desperation we sought' to check the unnumbered blue legions that fairly
crushed us beneath their weight
I saw it all;' I held a part In it aU.
Upon that April day which witnessed
the turning of the last sad page In
this tragedy, I stood without the Mo.
Lean house, ankle deep in the trampled mud of the yard, surrounded by
a group of Federal officers. Within
was my commander, the old gray
bero of Virginia, together with the
great silent soldier of the North, !
Few about me spoke as we waited
la restless agony, NO one addressed
me, and I think there must have been
a look In my face which held them
'! ', v I "i ('1
dumb.' j
7
,1 know not howj long; fi I waited,
standing beside my, horse, with head
half bowed upon .his neck, seeing the
figures about! me aa fn a dream. At
last the door 'wasi flung open, ttnd
those within came forth. He was in
advance of them all. In that pale,
stern, kindly face, and within ' the
depths of 'those sorrowful' gray eyes,
I read Instantly the truth the Army
of Northern Virginia ' was no more.1
Yet with what calm dignity, did this
defeated chieftain pass down that
blue lane, ; his head erect, his eyes
undlramed as dauntless in that awful
houf of surrender as "when be rode
before his 'cheering legions bf fighting
men. i Only as he cam1 to 'where I
stood, and, caught the look of suffering upon my. facedid he once falter,
and tben J noted ,no, more than (, the
slight twitching of his Hps beneath
the short gray beard. "'
"'Captain Wayne," he said; with all
e
his.
courtesy, "I shall have
to trouble you to ride to General
Hills' division and request him to
cease firing at once." .,.
I "turned reluctantly away from him,
knowing full well in my heart I was
bearing my last order, and rode at a
hard trot down the road between long
Hues of waiting Federal Infantry. I
scarcely so much, as saw them, for my
head, was bent low over the saddle
pommel, and my eyes were blurred
with tears.
"

i

,

old-tim-

-

'"a.'

'

a

a

e

The sun lay hot and golden over
the dusty roads and fenceless fields.
The air was vocal with blare of trumpets and roll of drums,., while every
where the eye rested upon blue lines
and long columns of marching troops.
I formed one of a little gray squad
moving : , slowly southward a .imere
fragment of the fighting men of the
Confederacy, making their way homeward as best they might. ' As the
roads forked I left them, for heje our
paths diverged, and it chanced I was
the only, one whose hope lay west
ward.-

'"'

i'

Silently, thoughtfully I trudged on
for an hour through the thick red
dust. My horse, sorely Wounded In
our last skirmish, limped painfully be
hind me, his bridle-reiflung care
lessly over my arm. Out yonder,
n

,

"If you bid me, yes, I will, say
good-bye,- "
I answered,' my own
brought back instantly by her
words and manner, "but I retain that
which I do not mean to forget your
gracious words of invitation to the
North."
She ' stood with parted Hps, as
though she struggled to force back
that which should ' 'not be uttered.
Then she whispered swiftly:
' i "It Is not my ' wish that ' you
1"?
Should." v:nv ...ic.r
Was there ever such another paraI knew not how
dox of
to read her aright, fpr I scarce ever
found her twice the same. Which
represented the truth of her character her cool dignity, her Impetuous
pride; or that gentle tenderness which
befitted her so well? Which was the
armor, which the heart of this fair
r
Judy of the North?
As we rode down' the path to the
eastward, a snowy handkerchief fluttered for an instant at the library
window. I raised my hat In silent
greeting, and w were gone.
'

.

.

'

i

CHAPTER
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is
The Furllnfl of the Flags.
The close of the long and bitter
to those whp
struggle had come;
had cast their fortunes with the
South it seemed almost as the end of
the world. I had thought to write of
those last sad days, to picture them
in all their.:. contrasting . light and
4
shadow, but ''now 1 cannot There
are thoughts too deep for human utterance, memories too sacred for the
ien. I rejoice thatjl'was a part of
it; that to .the! low. ring of the last
.remained contattered battle-flag-- 1
stant to the best traditions of my
house. I cannot sit here now, beneath
the protecting shadow', of a flag fof
which my son fought and died, and
write that I regret the ending, for
years of peace hav taught us of the
South lessons no less valuable than
did the, war; i yet do
rejoice today
that, having once donned the gray, I
wore it until the last shotted gun
voiced Its grim message to the North.

;

everything
that to hunt for you would have been
the proverbial quest after a needle
You . have been
In a haystack.
then?"
paroled
"Yes. I'm completely out of It at
last," I answered, feeling to the full
the deep sympathy expressed by his
face. "It was a bitter pill, but one
which had to be taken."
I know it, old fellow." and his
hand-grason mine tightened warmly. 'Tf you have been beaten ther
Is no disgrace in it, for no other nation in this world could ever have
accomplished It. But this was a case
Of Greek meeting Greek, and we had
the money, the resources, and the
men. f But, Wayne, I tell you, I do
not believe there is today a spark of
bitterness in the heart of a fighting
Federal soldier."
'1 know, Caton," I said and the
words came hard "your fighting men
respect us,' even as we do them. It
has been a sheer game of which could
stand the most, punishment, and, the
weaker had to go down. I know au
that, but nevertheless, It Is a terrible
ending to so much of hope, suffering,
' '
and' sacrtflc.'' ' "'"'"
"Yes," ' he admitted soberly, 'you
have given: your all. Bnt those who
survive have a wonderful work before them. They must lay anew the
foundations; they are to be the
Of states.
You were going
'

nave
TTTT

?
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homer
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I smiled bitterly at this designation
of my Journey's end. '
mi--

m

a i few
;Yes, If you can so nam
fields and A vacant .negro

weed-grow-

a00

cabin. I certainly shall have, to lay
Le foundation anew most literally.
"Will you not let me aid you?" he
questioned eagerly."! possess some
means, and surely our friendship is
sufficiently established to warrant me
In making the offer. You will not re
fuse?"
"I must," I answered firmly. ."Yet
do not value the offer the v less
Sometime I may even remind you of
It, but now I prefer to dig, as the
others must. I shall be the 'stronger
for it, and shall thus sooner forget the
total wreck."
For a few moments we walked on
together In silence, each leading his
:
'
horse. v
"Wayne," he asked at length; glan
cing furtively at me, as if to mark
the effect of his words, "did you know
that Mrs. Brennan was again with
us?"
"I was not even aware she had been
,!'
away."
"Oh, yes; she returned North imme
diately after your last parting,' and
came back-onllast week,.. So many
wives and relatives of - the officers
have come down of late, knowing the
war to be practically at an end, that
bur camp has become like a huge pic
nic pavilion. It, is quite the fashion
able fad just now to visit the front
Mrs. Brennan accompanied the .wife
of one of the. division commanders
from her Btate Connecticut, you
know."
There was much I longed to ask
regarding her, but I would not venture
to fan his suspicions. In hope that I
might turn his thought I asked, "And
you; are you yet married?"
He laughed
"No,
that happy day will not occur until
after we ar mustered out. Miss
Minor Is far too loyal a Virginian ever
to become my wife while I continue
to wear this uniform. , By the way,
Mrs. Brennan wns asking Celia only
yesterday If she had heard anything
of you since the surrender."
"She Is at Appomattox, then?"
No, at the headquarters
of the
Sixth Corps, only a few miles north
'
from here.";
.."And the Major r:.- - . Caton glanced at me, a peculiar
look In his face, but answered Blmply:
"Naturally I have had small Inti
macy with him after what occurred
a Mountain View, but he is still retained upon General Sheridan's staff.
At Mrs. Brennan's request we break
fasted together yesterday morning, bnt
I believe he Is at the other end of the
S
lines oday.";;,.;'
We sat down upon a bank, and for
the time I forgot disaster while list
ening to his story of love and his
plans for the future. His one thought
of Celia and the Northern home so
soon now to be mad ready for hF
comlng. The sun sank lower into the
western sky, causing Caton to draw
down his fatigue capi until1 ts glazed
visor almost completely hid his eyes.
With buoyant enthusiasm he talked
on, each word drawing me closer to
him in bonds of friendship. But the
lime of parting came, and after w
had promised to correspond with each
other, I had 'stood and watched while
b rode rapidly back down the road
we had traversed together. At the
summit of the hill ' he turned and
waved his can. then diaarjTieared,
leaving me alone, with Edith's fac
toiore clearly than ever a torture to
ny memory of defeat her" facd, fair,
smiling, alluring, yet the face of an;
other man's wife.
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"I Felt Convinced That If My Bullet
Reached Major Brennan It Would
Injure You."
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where the sun pointed the way with
streams of fire, I was to take np life
anew. Life! What was ther left to
me In that word? A deserted, despoil
ed farm alone awaited my coming;
hardly a remembered
iace, scarcely s
future hope. ' The glitter of passing
troop of cavalry drew my mind for an
instant to Edith Brennan, but
crushed tha thought. Even were she
.free, what had I now to place at her
proud feet, I, a penniless, defeated,
homeless man? At a cross-roaFederal picket halted me, and I arous
ed sufficiently to hand him the paper
which entitled me to safe passage
through the lines. He handed me
back the paper and motioned me tc
pass on. ' I had gone d hundred yards
or more when I became aware that
he was calling after' mei
"
he
"Hey, there, you
shouted, "hold on a bit!" ,
As I came to a pause and glanced
(To' be Continued)
back, wondering if there could be any
thing wrong with my parole, lie swung
his cap and pointed.
"That officer coming yonder wants
i
Il'llllll
I
to speak with you."
I
Across the open field at my right,
Healthful
hidden until then by a slight rise of
ground, a mounted cavalryman' was
riding rapidly toward me. For the
A Refreshing Drink
moment his lowered head prevented
'
For Fever Patients
recognition, but as .he cleared '. the
fa, half a class of an booA svrun left from
ditch and came up smiling, I saw It canned
fruit raspberry or (trnae juice is especiallj
was Caton.
good add a tablespobnful of Duffy's pure malt
whisker and s few lumns of ice. Fill no the slats
'
Wayne; but this Is vita plain cold water. This mar be made more
"By .Jove
br adding the yolk or white of a fresh
lucky!" he exclaimed,'' springing to Bourieliinn
and shaking the whole well.
the ground beside me. "I've actually egirThis
drink is very highly recommended by
Lore, of Atlanta. Ga., who says: 'It ii
been praying for a week past that 1
uneQuaiu-- lor lever
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"A most oellgntrui siiuacivu, -- TilT,"
she said clearly and aarcsstlcally.
"One would almost suppose we had
wholly reverted to barbarism, and that
our boasted civilization was but mockery. Think of It," and th proud disdain in her face held us silent, "cot
lx houri ago that house yonder was
th scene of a desperate battle. ; Withd
rooms men fought
in its
and died, cheering In tbeir agony like
heroes of romance. I saw there two
men battling shoulder , to shoulder
against a host of infuriated ruffians,
seeking to protect, helpless women.
They wore different uniforms, they
followed different flags, by th fortune
of war they were enemies, yet they
could fight and die in defense of th
weak. I thanked God upon my knees
that I had been privileged to know
such men and could call them friends.
No nobler, truer, manlier deed at arms
ira ever done I Yet, mark you, no
sooner Is that duty over scarcely ar
their dead comrades burled when
they forget every natural instinct of
of gratitude, of true manliness, and
spring at each other's throat like two
maddened beasts. I care not what
the case may be th act is shameful,
and an Insult to every woman of this
household. ' Even as I came upon the
field voices were clamoring for another shot, In spite of the fact that one
man stood already wounded. " War
may be excusable, but this is not war.
Gentlemen, you have fired your last
shot on this field, unless you choose
to make me your target."
She stood there as a queen might,
and commanded an obedience no man
Brennan's
among us durst refuse.
flushed face paled, and his lips trembled as he sought to make excuse.
"Edith," he protested, "you do not
know, you do not understand. There
are wrongs which can be righted In
no other way."
"I do not care to know," she answered coldly, "nor do I ever expect
to learn that murder can right a
wrong."
- "Murder!
You use strong terms.
The code has been recognized for centuries hs the last resort of gentlemen."
"The code! Has it, indeed? What
Those of the south ex:
gentlemen?
cluslvely of late. That might possi
bly pardon your opportent, but not you,
for you know very well that In the
north no man of any standing would
ever venture to resort to it. Moreover,
even the code presupposes that meu
shall stand equal at Its bar I am Informed that Captain Wayne fired in
'
the air."
He hesitated, feeling doubtless the
uselessness of further protest, yet she
permitted him small opportunity for
consideration. "Major," she said quietly but firmly, "I should be pleased to
have you escort me to the house."
These words, gently as they
were spoken, still constituted a command. Her eyes were upon his face,
and I doubt not he read within them
that he would forfeit all her respect if
he failed to obey. Yet he yielded with
exceeding poor grace.
'
"As It seems impossible to continue," he admitted bitterly, "I suppose I may as well go." He turned
and fronted me, his eyes glowing.
"But understand, sir, this is merely
- ;
a cessation, not an ending."
I bowed gravely, not daring to trust
my voice In speech, lest I should yield
to th temptation of my own temper.
"Captain Wayne," she said, glancing
back across his broad bluer shoulder,
and J thought there was a new qua
t had isom
ity In her . Voice, 'the sting
-way gone "trut "of it,""! shall- esteem
It a kindness if you' will call upon
me before you depart."
"With pleasure," I hastened to reply, my' surprise' at the request almost robbing me of speech, "but 1
shall .be compelled to leave at once,
as my troop Is already under orders."
"I shall detain you for only a
moment, but after what you have
on our behalf I am
passed through
'
unwilling you should depart without
realizing our gratitude. You will find
me in the library. : Come, Frank, I
am ready now."
We remained motionless, watching
(hem until they disappeared around
the corner of the shed. Brennan
walked with stern face, his step
heavy, Bbe with averted eyes,' a, slight
smile of triumph curling her lip. Then
Moorehouse stooped and picked up
the derringer the Major had thrown
blood-staine-

SnoleatadL

t

was gravely troubled; I knew not
what to expect. Low far I might Ten-tuto iiope.
bad she desired
to se me again' Surely th public
reason h. offered could not be the
real on. Had the only been free,
a maid whose hand remained her
own to surrender as sh pleased, I
should n.rer hav hesitated, neyer
hav doubted her purpose; but now
that could not be.
As I knocked almost timidly at th
closed library door a gentl toIc
said, "Come," and 1 entered, my heart
throbbing like a frightened girl's.
She stood waiting me nearly fn th
center of that spacious apartment,
dr8fed in th sam light ratm.nt sh
had worn without, and her greeting
wus cclta and friendly, yet tinged
a proud dignity, I cannot describe. byI
believed for an Instant that we were
alone, and my blood raced throsfth
my veins In sudden expectancy; ttW
my eyes fell upon Mrs. Minor comfortably seated in an armchair before the fire, and I realized that sh
was present to restrain m from
But in Tery truth my
lady hardly seeded such protection
her speech, her manner, her proud
constraint told m at one most plainly that no existing tie between us
had caused our meeting, ,
"Capialn Wayne," she said softly,
her high color alone firing evidence
of any memory of th past, 1 scarcely thought that we should meet again,
yet was sot willing to' park with you
under any misunderstanding., I have
learned from Lieutenant . Caton .the
full particulars of your action in connection with Major Brennan. I wish
you to reallz that I appreciate your
efforts to escape a hostile meeting
nd esteem you most highly for your
forbearance on the field. It was indeed a noble proof of true courage.
May I ask why did you fire In the
air?"
Had sh not held me so away from
her by her manner I should have then
and there told her all the truth. As
it was I durst not.
"I felt convinced that If my bullet
reached Major Brennan it would Injure you. I preferred not to do that"
"I believed it was for my sake you
made the sacrifice." She paused;- - then
asked In yet lower tones: "Was my
nam mentioned during your contention I mean publicly?"
"It. was not; Caton alope Is aware
I refrained because of the reason I
have already given you."
"Your wound Is not serious?"
"Too insignificant to be worthy of
mention."
,,
She was silent, her eyes upon the
carpet, her bosom rising and falling
with the emotion she sought in vain
to suppress.
,
"I thank you for coming to me,"
she said frankly. "I shall understand
It all better, comprehend your motive
better, for this brief talk. Whatever
you may think of me in the future,"
and she held out her hand with something of the old frankness In the gesture, "do not' hold me as ungrateful
for a single kindness you have shown
me. I have not fully understood you.
Captain Wayne; indeed, I doubt if
I do even now, yet I am under great
obligations which I hope some day to
be able to requite, at least in part."
"A thousand times they are already
paid," I exclaimed, eagerly, forgetting
for the moment the presence of her
silent chaperon. "You have given m
that which is more than life "
"Do not, Captain Wayne," she in"I
terrupted, her cheeks aflame.
would rather forget. Please do not;
I did not send to you for that, only
to tell you I knew and understood.
We must part now. Will you say

j
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Won't You Come (o Our Party?

LOCAL NEWS

fl

To the 3usy Housekeeper
A

Always get the besf. at Nolette'i
barber shop.
4

Cotter Laundry Iron for ycu
.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

is

at the Opera Bar.

Asbestos iron

The

Highly Finished and

They are equipped with a patent hood," Ifciei'iwhh
ASBESTOS, and all heat is retained at the bottom 'cf he Iron
nv jcor'j-- ?i
when in use.

There will be a regular meeting of
the city council tomorrow night at
council chambers in the city hall and
a' full attendance is desired. Important business will be transacted.

i

HOES"

The Majestic Reception
will be the talk of the town
At our Store all week October
and we want youo consider this a personal invitation to attend at
least one day. Hot cake and biscuits will be served every day.
16-2- 1

Our New Fall Line of Regal Shoes, complete in every

One Set of Ware Free During Exhibit

Charles Tamme is reported as being
improved and it ia thought that the
critical stage that follows an operation has been successfully passed.

are ihe latest

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1911.

Ilfeld
Ludwig Wm.
Street
Bridge

We

s

Price per set of 3 Irons, including
and 1 Stand
holder
and

,

$2.50

A a It to Ceo

Automatic Hood

1

Them

THE STORE THAT'S

ALWAYS-UUS-

N. B. These Laundry Iron Seta will also be exchanged for premium tickets.
,
BBS6

Soraanad and Lump Ratom

COA

L A

no

CaSJp:.

WOOD

WHOLESALE AtlD RETAIL
Anthracite Coal all sires Steam Coal Sawed

ww. qb yjm

Wood

and Kindling

c on d on """"f""1

ESTABLISHED 1870

The

First National Bank
--

of

Las Vegas, New Mexico

pur-loin-

First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
- Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

. .

Our Pride Flour
Chop

Bran

Pqsi,

A

good

week's housework,

and all ikinds of QrainJSJay
and Alfalfa 'atzgzszsj:

your soiled linen
way,

20 Pounds

Roller Mills

for

out

of the

the quickest end most

Pitchers' Records
Giants
W.
23
Marquard . . ."
Crandall
12
24
Matthewson
Ames
8
Wiltse
13
Average
Athletics
W.
Bender
17
21
Plank
Coombs
Morgan

28

.'.

..

$1.00

A

phone

call

r
j:

&

Hay ward Co. Store

J. II. STEARNS
GROCER.

.

,471
565

13

Pet.

5

.773

8

.724
'.718

2 ifnarla for 25c
PERR Y ONION & SON
Phoae Maui 462

the nsual way from 4 to 6 months to accomplish
'
thing. We will gladly show you the line

'
v....

.

the same

GREENBERGER

...

"A SQUARE DEAL"

WJ.

t

N

but we can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,

'y:,Vr'

-

by

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a
proposition that will look
good to you.

286

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

304
348
264
306

Before Buying

9

Be

..,

Fletcher, ss.
Herzog, 3b.
Merkle, lb

294

sure and investigate the best
and latest improved heater

285

.278

Average
Athletics

290

The Fireside Hot

Collins, 2b.
Baker, 3b

354
333
321

Blast

Mclnnis, lb.
Barry, ss.
Average
Outfielders' Averages
Giants
Snodgrass, cf
Devore,

.7..

If

254
315

........

.

Murray, rf
Average ...
Athletics
Murphy, rf.

Gives Most Heat
Usc9 Less Fuel

283
278
274
278

J. C. JOHNSEN &

334
310

SON

295
313

Oldring, cf. .,
Average ...

has fll
ed suit for divorce from her husband,
James Lancaster. She alleges aban
don merit The couple were married
March 10, 1910, and have one son,
for the custody of whom Mrs. Lancas
ter' prays the court.

Local Agents

Mrs. Anna Maria Lancaster

.

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

"irdmen"

Try
..

our

let-tuc- e,

3 ia 6 weeks, whereas, it takes other manufacturers selling

305

I....--!-

617 Douglas

This method gives the customer all the new lasts in

.682
.625
704

6

2b.

9-1-

4,

1911.

CURT1SS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtlss, Director
of

international repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

$iooo "Bull" Durham Stake for a:ia Pacers

a

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Black well Durham Tobacco Co.

.

Exciting Horse Races

Base Ball Every Day

Fun by the Ton
Feature Upon Feature
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
John B. Mdfcmis,
Isaac- Barth, Pres. '

'.'

,

of

Laundry
81

"''

.637
L.

Sack

Phone Main

Direct From Factory to Wearer

Giants-Do- yle,

Las Vegas Steam

507 Sixth Street

.649

9

323

;

Secy-Mng- r,

-

.

Empress
Flour
Sold By

.

Cauliflower, egg plant, summer squash, pearl onio'ns, green 'onions,
and green tomatoes, Wd and
dry onions, horsa radish root, ripe
sweet potatoes, cabbage,
green dill, mangoes, quinces, Virginia
Kansas City and native,
meats,
of
groceries,
etc. A full line
and Bakery goods.

13,

Wilson
.'
,
Average
Athletics
Lapp
".
Thomas
Average
Inflelders' Averages

-

brings

'
,

have all Ihe New Fall Styles.

Catchers' Records

You're overlooking somethiing good if you don't plant some of
those winter onion sets. Now is the time. Almost all gone.

:

5

.793
.703

sat-

Ha on hand tor the convention choice eating and 'cooking apples,'
Concord
pears, Santa Fe freestone peaches, German, prunes, plums,
fruits.
other
and
oranges
Valencia
Mission and Tokay grapes,

In Vegetables

Pet

9

Giants-M- yers

wagon.

The Graaf

L.

11
7

15
10

Krause
Average

isfactory way,, is to have us
come and get it, this will do
away with "Blue Monday," and

...

.

.

follow:

your whole week's work will be
4
I"
made easier.

Phone Main 131

,

please you

-

Lord, B

in your
is to t get

beginning

(o

Line Selling System

n

.

chinning

Shorts
Las Vegas

Good

A

are better prepared

The Regal People Use the Straight

Murray are no match for Oldring and
Murphy, though Snodgrass is fast o
the sacks.
Giants' Struggle Has Been Hard
The fact that McGraw has had to
use all his power to cinch his championship prevented him giving
and Marquard a needed rest
and the same applies. to- Catcher Meyers. He was forced; to work these
three men all the time to get a
chance at the world's championship
while. Connie Macfe rested easily,
grooming his twirlers for the' great
'
series.
As far as records go to show the
Athletics hare the Giants beaten before the series begins but that Isn't
altogether a safe bet on a short series. The Mack pitchers show a better hitting record In nearly- every position. The fact that these records
were made In different leagues against
different pitchers robs the comparison
of a direct significance. The records

Mc-Inn-

A General Banking Business transacted.

Interest ppid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domtstlo and Foreign Exchange.

Ground for the last line of sewer
pipe to be run under the present contract was broken this morning and tho
construction soon will be finished. A
I
number of property owners have connected to the sewer line and more ars
following their example ever yday. Up
MUGSY
to date over 40 owners have had con- CONNIE
AND
MACK
nections made;
M'GRAW PREPARE FOR THE
COMING BATTLE
B'Rlth
Last night the B'Nal
which
held its regular meeting at
'
Julius Krauae was initiated into the
Dopesters are all agreed that the dearorder. At the , meeting the final
ciding element in the world's series
rangements for the annual Slmchas for which plans are rapidly nearlng
n
Tora dance, which will be held Thurs- completion will be the pitching.
and Marquard are to be pitday night, were made and the affair
ted against Bender and Coombs.
promises to be a ftg success.
There is little question of Matthew-so- n
TamCharles
of
to
illness
the
and Bender delivering the goods,
Owing
me, the clerk of the school board, the under the stress of the series. Big
regular monthly meeting, which was Six is at his beat in a critical situato have been held last night was in- tion. In 1905, the Athletics failed to
definitely postponed. If anything of count In the three games he pitched.
importance comes up In the near fu- The Indian is the chief fear of the
ture a special meeting will be called, Giants though flatty beat him 2 to 0
otherwise the board will not meet in that series of ,1905. Coombs is
until the next month.
said to have secured the control
which alone has been his handicap.
At about noon today both the E. Marquard has proven a sensation afRomero and East Las Vegas fire de- ter a bad start this season and has
partments were called out by a little the best record of all the pitchers for
blaez at the home of C. M. Bernhardt the series. What he will do under
on the corner of Fourth and Colum the nervous strain of a world's series
bia streets. The damage la only a against a bunch of hitters like the
matter of several dollars. The fire Athletics is the question to be anwas caused by hot ashes thrown swered.
Watch the Base Running
against the corner of a shed. Some
Base
from
arose
central
running will have a great part
misunderstanding
giving the location as Twelfth and to play in the series because both
Columbia.
The E. Romeros went to teams have brilliant men in this dethat place but were unable to locate partment Devore, the leading
of the National league, la doped
to blaze and returned to the barn. The
East side department, however, got to electrify the games and vie with
the message and were on the scene Collins who covered himself with
in a short time. The E. Romeros later glory in the series,, of 1910.
Behind the bat Meyers has an edge
got correct information and reported
on Thomas or Lapp and Merkle still
at the fire.
must have the better of the new
at first. Captain Doyle, howNOTICE TO OUR PATRONS.
ever, can not hope to equal Eddie
Some unreliable person has been
Collins at second. Herzog at third
soliciting business in our name, and has come to the front by bounds and
we have had several complaints about
because of his base running, is probwork we have never received. We
a better man that. Baker. At
have no solicitor, but any call given ably
Fletcher, a youngster, is exshort,
deliv-eied
via phone Main 35, or goods
to show exceptional class for
pected
at" 623 Sixth street, will receive
MoGraw,
though Barry's experience
piompt and careful attention.
will give him the best of it
The Parisian Cleaners.
In the outfield, McGraw has Devore
to outclass Lord but Snod grass and
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
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detail, is now here.
';than 'ever before.

CD

BOUCHER

(The Coffee

Hams For Solo
350 Head of Rambouillct

and Delaine Merino Rams

These rams aie specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
ourranch since the 1st of J nly. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station. Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,

'J. P. Van

Houterv Co.
Shoemaker.

N M.

Mam.)

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE BULLS E YE

